TACTICAL MUNITIONS
SPECIALISTJ
"Instructor Certification Course8"

COURSE LOCATION:

Scheduling Nationwide

COURSE DATES:

TBD

COURSE PROFILE:

You have been to the manufacturer=s programs and learned
about their products. Now come to the training program where you are trained to
employ the appropriate and competent munition for the threat encountered from all
manufacturers=s munitions. This highly acclaimed and evaluated five-day specialized
instructor certification course addresses proven tactical applications of specific
munitions based on testing, evaluation, and actual documented incidents such as:
dispersing large/small crowds, making tactical entries, handling barricaded conditions,
or potentially facing any high threat condition where we need to accomplish the mission
with the utmost in team and suspect/inmate safety. The program examines proper
Federal Court documentation as well as developing a workable, realistic Tactical Action
Plan8. This is a non-manufacturer specific training program. [Products from all
manufacturers are covered in this program]

Topics Covered in the Program Include:
!
Tactical use of force options with various munitions for employment purposes in
!

!
!
!

high threat missions and encounters
Principals of specialized munitions: components and specifications of various
flashbangs; 12 gauge/37MM less lethal (bean bag) and hard impact rounds; OC,
CS & blended chemical munitions in pyrotechnic, aerosol & dust formulations
from various manufacturers is thoroughly instructed
Hands-on applications, deployment & exercises of hand-thrown, hand-held,
launched munitions will be conducted from various documented situations
Tactical, environmental and safety concerns relating to the use and deployment
of specialized munitions is fully addressed
How to develop and implement a workable Munitions Tactical Action Plan and
much more.

TUITION: CONTACT US

CERTIFICATION & INSTRUCTOR: All TJA Use of Force Training, LLC.
programs are fully certified and recognized throughout the United States. Since1983
TJA is known as a widely recognized use of force training and experts in the field. They
have trained and certified thousands of instructors from municipal, county, state, federal
and U.S. Military levels of law enforcement and corrections in use of force training
programs worldwide. The company fully backs in court its training programs and
certified instructors in the unlikely event of litigation. TJA is an approved U.S. DOJ &
U.S. Military training vendor.

COURSE INFORMATION:
Main: (717) 339-7771
Email: brian.clark@tactical-training.com

PLEASE REGISTER ON-LINE FOR THIS COURSE @
https://www.tactical-training.com/registration

Credit Cards Accepted – Please call for Payment Details
(717) 339-7771

MAIL PAYMENT TO:
TJA Use of Force Training, LLC.
P.O. Box 6688
Harrisburg, PA 17112 U.S.A.

TACTICAL-TRAINING.COM
“Credible Use of Force Training for Corrections©”

